Say hello to Anti-Bribery & Corruption training and goodbye to risk.

Our modern training prepares your teams for the challenges they’re facing today, not 20 years ago. With up-to-date content that covers legal regulations automatically, you can provide your team with training they’ll actually enjoy.

Keep on the sunny (and legal) side of life

Bribery and corruption are not as cut-and-dry as old noir movies would have you believe. Provide nuanced guidance so your team can navigate legal do’s and don’ts, no matter where they sit on the org chart.

- Tips for working with government officials, state-owned enterprises, intermediaries and more
- Real world examples of bribery and corruption violations, and the key concepts needed to avoid similar situations
- How-tos on identifying common red flags, actions that trigger audits or investigations, and risky situations in the gray area of modern workplaces

Core Learning

25 minutes

Topics included

FCPA, UK Bribery Act, local laws
Books, records, & internal controls
Bribery risks in hiring
Common red flags
Gifts, entertainment, & hospitality
Industry-specific lessons learned
Third Party management

Specific laws to keep in mind – don’t worry, we’ve got you covered:

FCPA • UK Bribery Act • LOCAL LAWS